
A COMPLETE GUIDE ON HOW TO

Learning how to learn: how to make your ROI on reading explode. Featuring meta-learning, mental models, mind
mapping, active recall and the Feynman.

Product Tip: Use site-blocking apps like Self Control and Freedom to access the internet at set intervals. In
school you may have done well enough by practicing mostly shallow work on a day-to-day basis, with the
occasional deep work session a few times per semester to write a last-minute paper or cram for a final exam.
The hosts read through suggestions for future topics, often giving a quick opinion about the topic suggested.
The show also gathered a reputation within the 24 podcast community, where it frequently billed itself as the
"only explicit podcast about  Newport suggests the upper limit for deep work per day is four hours. In our race
against the clock, we utilize every strategy at our disposal to improve our efficiency. For instance, you might
guess that researching a topic for a word essay takes around 3 hours. Alternately, you can automate your
scoreboard with time tracking tools like RescueTime. For instance, will your phone be off or on? Yet, the
hours slip and you fail to accomplish anything meaningful. This may include a specific type of music, your
favorite beverage, or access to specific software. While intended for companies, these strategies are also
valuable to consider as an individual. It was implied that topics that passed "the gauntlet" would go on to
become future full length episodes, however the hosts have since announced this was never their true
intention. Discipline 3: Keep a Compelling Scoreboard â€” Keep count of how many hours you spend in deep
work mode and display your tracking somewhere visible to keep you motivated. On an ad-hoc basis some
"official artwork" based on the content of an episode is produced by Natalie Al-Tahhan and this is displayed
on the website along the show notes. Choose a deep work grand gesture in your budget Enacting the grand
gesture lets you harness the power of novelty and often, quiet to get more done than you usually would. These
time limits should stretch your abilities but not be impossible to accomplish. Also, feel free to experiment
before you land on a method that finally takes hold in your schedule. This strategy proposes that you give
yourself 1. Given this, there is plenty of time in the evening to make room for the downtime that will serve
your deep work sessions the following day.


